Patrick C. Hickey

It is with a sad heart that I report the passing of a wonderful Hawk owner and close friend, Patrick C. Hickey.

Pat passed away, to quote Jen, "the way he lived - quickly and peacefully," with his wife, Phyl, and Jen by his side in Sarasota, Florida. He passed away on Easter, Resurrection Sunday. For the last 15 months Pat and Phyl enjoyed living in their condominium at The Pointe In Siesta Key. They had wintered there for the previous 10 years spending the rest of their time in Vermont and Hawk helping Jen raise Reagan-their granddaughter and light of their lives.

The family had a lovely private Mass in Sarasota on April 26th. They will have another Mass and Celebration for many of their family and friends in Ireland at the end of June. Jen is hoping to organize a Vermont gathering to celebrate Pat's life this summer for his many friends from Killington, Mendon, Rutland, and, of course, Hawk. Phyl and Patrick Jr. will be joining Jen and Reagan for a few months at Hawk this summer.

Jen requests that owners not contact her for a few weeks. She has spent the last 10 days in Florida with her Mum and 3 brothers, Austin from England, Brian from Ireland, and Patrick Jr. from Australia. As she said, "... it has been chaotic organizing flights and being conscious of time zones." She would like to take some time catching up with Reagan, is working with some active buyers, and has a closing scheduled for June. She wanted to reassure homeowners that she continues to market their listings and through the support of Jack, Brenda, and all of the Hawk staff, a new assistant, and local realtors, their properties will continue to be shown.

Mylene and I, and our three kids, became very close with Pat, Phyl, Jen, and Reagan over the last few years. Pat’s friendship, keen sense of humor, and his advocacy for Ledges owners will all be sorely missed.